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Auf Wiedersehen, Pig
You may have heard of
Wagyu beef, even if
you’ve not had a chance
to try some. It’s a breed
of cattle revered by the
Japanese for its fabulous
marbling and flavour and
has an almighty price tag
(starting at £65 per kilo).
You may not be familiar
with Kurobuta pork
though. Kurobuta literally translated means

black pig and more particularly, Kurobuta pork
is the Japanese name
for pork from the Berkshire pig, just as sought
after and prized as
Wagyu beef, and described as the world’s
best pork. And that’s
exactly what we raise
here at South Yeo Farm
West. So when we’re
tucking into a Friday

night pork chop, we are
in fact eating the best
there is.

rears Wagyu cattle.

We’re a very small
cheese in the pig world
And this June, one of
(if that’s not too conour own young boars,
fused a metaphor), but
born and raised here
it’s rather satisfying
(son of the wonderful
that one of our home
Daphne Winkworth),
bred beasts (with other
has gone to Germany as Berkshire pigs from 2
a breeding boar to pro- other Devon breeders)
duce Kurobuta pork for will be making a mark
the German market by
elsewhere in Europe for
a breeder who also
the luxury market.
Not that the export
process is that simple,
with lengthy forms and
a vet visit, and to-ing
and fro-ing emails with
Germany and the UK
export bods to get the
information required.
Boar KDJ59 hopefully
has a rampant and productive future ahead of
him.
Down comes the ramp,
up goes the pig, late
breakfast & off he
goes!
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Barn owl hopes
Lambing was pretty smooth this
year, some lovely lambs, a good
number of smashing ewe lambs
born that can join the breeding
flock in due course, and a well
growing bunch which bodes well
for lamb boxes this autumn. But
one of the unexpected pleasures of lambing this year was
that we shared the shed with a
pair of barn owls who made a
nest in the barn owl box that
Andrew built and put up in the
barn some years ago.

you didn’t see them gliding
overhead you’d never know
they were there.
Sadly, the returning jackdaws
scared off the owls, but there
are plenty of other places on

I’d go up to the lambing shed at
5am and sit quietly as a ewe decided to go into labour, and one
of the barn owls would swoop
over my head either to bring
food back to the nest or set off
to find something to munch.
They are so silent in flight that if

the farm that are not inhabited by
the jackdaws, and more barn owl
boxes, so I hope we’ll see the owls
return next spring. We certainly hear
them screeching at night, so they’re
not far away.

Not our own photo, sadly, but one of these days!

Field maintenance
Andrew has done a lot of ditch
digging this Spring, with help from
Scoopy the digger and our old
friends the drain rods; is there any
job involving drain rods that can
be described as pleasant? Chimney sweeping, house drain and
septic tank unblocking, and field
drain maintenance are all pretty
yuck tasks. But he did pull out a
continuous mud and root cylinder
from one drain pipe that measured 17 foot! Sort of satisfying
when you hear the gloop and the
gush of freed water.
Here he is by one of the ditches

with Fenn, who helped out with
a cup of much needed tea and

an encouraging hug.
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Cob oven day
We have had so many compliments on our cob oven and requests to run a course on how to
build one that we finally got
round to doing so, and after this
May’s course and the fun we all
had, it will become a permanent
fixture in our course calendar. It
was a glorious cloudless day,
there were mud pies to be made,
clay to be trampled, pizza to be
cooked, cider to be shared. Tony
the postman, arriving as we took
the 3rd huge pizza out of the cob
oven, had some for his lunch. We
even warmed the scones up in the
oven for our Devon cream tea,
much needed after all the energy
expended in the process. If
there’s interest we will run a second course this year, so let us
know if you fancy it.

Two clay tits emerge as the two groups see who
can produce the perfect shaped oven

Schmallenberg makes its presence felt
I mentioned in our last newsletter the midge-borne disease Schmallenberg (SBV)
that causes deformity, infertility and loss of life. It tinged
every birth this Spring with
trepidation rather than unadulterated pleasure.
We had a very good lambing
though, with no signs of the
deformities that are typical
of SBV. However, one of our
lovely Devon Ruby cows,
Moonstone, the last to give
birth this year, gave us cause
for concern. She was very

happy in herself, but her abdomen was huge, much bigger
than one would expect. We
wondered about twins, but
more experienced eyes said no.
Then one morning I was feeding
the cows when I heard this
gushing fountain. I thought the
cows had pulled the water pipe
off the wall, but no, it was
Moonstone’s waters breaking. I
watched appalled and amazed
as the births fluids continued to
gush out, on, and on, and on.
Her labour was very slow and
we called on our friends (and

Moonstone’s previous owners) to
give aid. Paula and Robert did an
extraordinary job calving Moonstone, but they knew that the calf
was dead, its legs fused, typical of
SBV. It was very difficult, watching
the process, knowing there was no
hope.
However, the herd are magical in
their social interactions and the
two young calves born some weeks
previously, naturally suckled
Moonstone and benefitted from
the extra milk whilst Moonstone
was kept safe from mastitis
(inflammation of the udder).
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Grass
A highly stimulating topic
to close our 13th newsletter, no? Well, I can’t
apologise for the fact that
grass, or to be more precise, the horrendous lack
of same, is uppermost in
our minds. The unusually
cold Spring has held back
grass growth so severely
that we are in a confusion
as to which fields we dare
close up for haymaking
whilst the grass is not
keeping up with the sheep
and cows in the remaining
fields. We’ve already admitted that we will need
to buy in lots of hay for
this coming winter, and
have watched locally as
farmers are taking a punt
on making early silage in
small amounts on the basis that some is better
than none, and that there
is always the hope that a

later second cut might
use the road would find that unacceptable and
yield a better crop. It’s the inevitable cow dung somewhat slippery.
like a three dimensional
puzzle in lurid green
with its very own black
hole, the latter being the
understandably demanding mouths of the
livestock.
Here we are in June, and
the sun is finally remembering what its role is, so
perhaps we will be inundated with heavy hay
crops after all. Certainly
the hedgerows and
verges are looking glorious and the bluebells, if
late, are lush. If we
could time travel back a
couple of centuries I’d
put gates across the
road, top and bottom,
and let the cows graze
on the verges, but I suspect that people who

The chap with the hams, a week before his
trip to Germany

